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as we know that the basic chart is the one that tells you the lagna house and the planet is in the lagna, then there has to be another chart that tells you in which houses and signs the planet is, the lord, when on the lagna, and whether its happy, bad or in
bad or good sign. this paper reveals the secret behind dr. ramans predictions, the inner nature of every prediction made by dr. raman or any great astrologer. it is the astro-vedic science of repetition that explains why every prediction made by a great

astrologer is a repetition of a prior prediction; and that any analysis of a given prediction of a great astrologer is an analysis of a prediction made in the past, in the past, and yet again in the past. and not simply in the past, but, further, in the past which
was made in the past which was made in the past which was made in the past. where does the prediction come from, what is the source of its prediction? how does the great astrologers build the most amazing predictions, how many repetitions does he

make in each prediction? how does a great astrologer's prediction come about? how does a vedic prediction get to happen? how does a prediction get made? how does astrology predict? these questions will be answered as one reads this fascinating
paper! astrologers have two methods of prediction. a method of prediction called dasa-ta-dhikkar, an inner method and a method of dasa-raja-dhikkar, an outer method. both are used by great astrologers, but not by ordinary astrologers or astrologers in
the western world. in this paper the sources of dasa-dhikkar will be analysed. the outer method of prediction called dasa-raja-dhikkar is the solar-lunar method of prediction in which, for example, if there are mars or venus in the 5th position in the 10th

house or the 6th position in the 6th house, then predictions can be made which can be used to forecast an extraordinarily huge variety of events!
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i have met with many astrologers of the western schools, which i thought gave me an idea about
their systems. in addition, i have seen the work of various individuals in the western world and

believed some are closer to his theory while others are quite different. since you have knowledge
about western astrology, please tell me who is closer to b.v. raman's theory? will you please write to
me by email? my knowledge of bhagavad gita is very small but what i know gives me great respect

for its author and also krishna. i recently bought a book on bhagavad gita and was particularly
excited to find the "nyaya shastra" mentioned in it. therefore, i would like to congratulate you for this
book. (e) other major contributions: as a result of his ceaseless efforts to develop more, he made his
name big and well-known all over india. most of his efforts he did without any remuneration. it was
his efforts that brought awareness about astrology to all kinds of people, including those in semi-

illiterate societies. (f) his use of historical astrology: the word bhavishya, which was used to describe
the use of unknown or speculative history, in the sense of history by inference, meant his use of

jyotish in historical astrology. he revolutionised historical astrology and showed that the history of the
past, just like history and affairs in general, was subject to the influence of planets. he set the pace

for the revival of the historical aspect of jyotish in the mid-twentieth century. his style of
presentation, which was purely based on his own observations and interpretations, was both lucid

and elegant. it was largely thanks to him that a large number of indian scholars interested in history
applied themselves to the subject. 5ec8ef588b
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